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during the napoleonic wars in the first episode rifleman Waterloo (Sharpe's Adventures, No. 11): 

0 of 0 review helpful This is a great book The entire series is well worth your investment By Kevin Whatever your 
opinion of the Battle of Waterloo who won who lost it was certainly the beginning of the end the final end of the 
Napoleonic wars Cornwell treats his reenactment of the battle well and as always he uses master storytelling to make it 
an interesting novel that covers only the four days of Allied Forces ac June 1815 The Duke of Wellington the Prince of 
Orange and Napoleon will meet on the battlefield and decide the fate of EuropeWith the emperor Napoleon at its head 
an enormous French army is marching toward Brussels The British and their allies are also converging on Brussels in 
preparation for a grand society ball It is up to Richard Sharpe to convince the Prince of Orange the inexperienced 
commander of Wellington s Dutch troops to act before it Sharpe and his creator are national treasures Sunday 
Telegraph Bernard Cornwell is a literary miracle Year after year hail rain snow war and political upheavals fail to 
prevent him from producing the most entertaining and readable historical novels of 
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